
Dess is inspired from residential 
and hospitality design. It’s ideal for 
any type of public space including 
corporate lobbies, healthcare 
waiting spaces, and even learning 
environments. Careful attention is 
paid to create supreme comfort 

and a myriad of design features that 
benefit both facilities and individual 
users. Dess offers opportunities for 
designers to customize its design with 
multiple fabric applications, a broad 
range of powder coats and various 
arm caps.

Dess Public spaces
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Dess upholstered arm sofa and armless lounge chairs with Rowen credenza by OFS
Soft, rounded details of upholstery Metal, tubular legs and base are brushed 

aluminum or various powder coat colors
Armless lounge chairs

Stitching details add to crisp and clean design Armless or upholstered arms available
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Dess

Features
• Upholstered seat, back and side/arm panels
• 2" Thick rolled back cushion
• Arm panels that run in line with seat cushion
• Brushed aluminum base rails and legs
• MT = multiple textile application

Options
• Various powder coat colors available for 

base rails and legs
• Wood or solid surface arm caps
• Choice of power supply, location and color

Lounge chair with 
power

Loveseat with 
multiple textiles

Dess loveseat 
with left facing 
power

Dess sofa with 
both side facing 
power 

Dess sofa with 
wood arm caps 
shown in Desert

 Full product information
  View or download the online price list for 

complete specification information and 
statement of line.  

Lounge chair, armless 
C202041
w27"  d29"  h34"

Lounge chair, armless - 
multiple textiles
C202041-MT
w27"  d29"  h34"

Sofa with arms
C202143
w71"  d29"  h34"

Sofa with arms - multiple 
textiles
C202143-MT
w71"  d29"  h34"

Loveseat, armless
C202042
w49"  d29"  h34"

Loveseat, armless - multiple 
textiles
C202042-MT
w49"  d29"  h34"

Sofa, armless
C202043
w71"  d29"  h34"

Sofa, armless - multiple 
textiles
C202043-MT
w71"  d29"  h34"

Lounge chair with arms 
C202141
w27"  d29"  h34"

Lounge chair with arms - 
multiple textiles 
C202141-MT
w27"  d29"  h34"

Loveseat with arms
C202142
w49"  d29"  h34"

Loveseat with arms - 
multiple textiles
C202142-MT
w49"  d29"  h34"

Statement of line

Beck & Beck Design Associates 
For a product to be truly successful, Marcel 
and Rita Beck believe it must enhance and 
promote the company for which it was 
developed. Before creating their design firm, 
they attended furniture design shows across 
the world, finding inspiration and building 

knowledge about the diversity of people  
and industries they would serve. In 1992,  
they brought back their experience to 
establish Beck & Beck Design Associates. 
Their international sensibility still influences 
each of their designs today. 

Marcel Beck


